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in fields of peace
meditation
in the silence of my soul
when time slows
soft focus
the joy of quiet
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We sincerely appreciate having you as a listener.  When you pay for a CD or digital download, you provide a 
rightful income to musicians, their record labels and staff, artists and designers, recording studios and engineers, 
printers, distributors, retailers, and all those whose efforts make it possible for you to enjoy music.

We appeal for your help in spreading the word that every single free copy made through burning for others, 
illegally downloading, etc., not only deprives musicians of their livelihood, but also has disastrous consequences 
on the entire structure that makes it possible for music to be composed, recorded, and made available.  Thank 
you for your purchases, thereby helping us to continue recording and spreading music throughout the world.



Since its inception, Liquid Mind ® has been a reflection of my path from life in a too-
fast lane to life on a slower, more sustainable journey.  I thought it fitting to focus my 
tenth “studio” album on the one thing which, more than any other, influenced me to 
begin my slow music Liquid Mind series:  Meditation. 

I’ve found a simple clearing meditation, just counting my breaths, often quickly 
refreshes and restores me to sanity in our “information overload” world.   The peace 
of mind and perspective I experience after contemplation helps me more deeply 
understand the world I live in and my place in it. 

I recall a seminal moment in 1987 when I was taken by the producer of ABC-TV's 
Max Headroom® series to an urgent care clinic while having a panic attack brought 
on by sleep deprivation from working twenty-hour days, seven days a week on that 
show.  In addition, it was an emotionally challenging period for me, having lost more 
than fifty friends to the early HIV crisis in a short period of time.   After examining 
me, the doctor held up two items, one in each hand:  In his left hand was a bottle of 
anti-anxiety medication, in his right hand was a single sheet of paper on which were 
written instructions for a simple clearing meditation.  I’ve never forgotten the doctor’s 
words:  “Take your choice, Chuck, medication or meditation, they both work about 
equally well to relax you.” I’ve always thought it interesting that there is only one 
letter’s difference between the spelling of the two words, medication and 
meditation.

The doctor’s instructions were brief:  I need only sit in a quiet place, breathe in, and 
breathe out, silently counting from one to ten with each subsequent breath.  I began 
meditating in those early days with five minutes of just sitting and fidgeting, while 
trying to count my breaths.  Though at first I couldn’t stop my mind from being 
hyperactive, my hyperventilated breathing did slow considerably.  The vice grip on the 
back of my neck and head lessened just a bit for a few minutes. 

Thinking more might be better, I extended my “breathing” time to fifteen minutes, and 
then to one hour.  I felt the first sensations of deep peace and insight in several years.  
At that time, my friend (composer, philosopher and inventor) J S Kingfisher suggested 
I visit a counselor he knew.  That counselor challenged me to compose music that 
represented the way I’d like to feel, similar to what I felt during those interludes of 
meditational peace and calm.  That moment was the birth of the Liquid Mind series.  
Since then, Liquid Mind has been the musical representation of my own meditations.

Twenty-five years and twelve albums later, meditation remains an important anchor in 
my life, a simple and easy tool that helps me retain balance and equanimity in my life.

A special word of thanks: Without professional and business support, the Liquid 
Mind series would never have been brought to a wider audience. I want to express 
gratitude for the contributions of my good friend and mentor, producer/engineer Bruce 
Swedien, and also the late Michael Jackson, for whom I worked as a sound designer and 
programmer for several years in the 1990’s.  Michael and Bruce (his producer at the 
time) encouraged me, instilled me with higher vision and production values, and gave 
me enough work to finance the initial distribution and establishment of the Liquid 
Mind healing music series. Their patience, generosity and talent continue to inspire 
me. I’d like to also acknowledge the contribution of fellow artist/composer, consultant 
and friend, Suzanne Doucet, who for many years helped me visualize and organize the 
complex aspects of distributing and promoting a new healing music series.  A heartfelt 
thanks to my good friend Andy Markley at Art101.com, who introduced me to the 
internet in its earliest days, and has for many years provided superb website design 
and support.

I’d like to express my deepest gratitude for the continuing support and encouragement 
of Terence Yallop, Karen Kael, and the wonderful staff at Real Music, whose diligent 
efforts in navigating an ever-evolving music industry have enabled me to continue 
recording Liquid Mind in spite of the ongoing challenges of digital music piracy.  
Finally, I’d like to thank the many music listeners who purchase Liquid Mind.  Without 
your continuing support,  Liquid Mind would not exist. 

Welcome new arrivals: 
Miyah Sophia Chinnery, Melodie Selam Chinnery,  John Murphy Glynn and Cooper 
McGee Glynn. 

Farewell, you will be missed:
Kay Ann Coleman, David J. Walker, Michael Joseph Jackson, and Thecil Johnson.

Love and gratitude to my good friends and family:
Seven,  AJ,  Andy,  Jeff and Hugh,  Will,  Bruce and Bea,  Sharon and Sally,  Michèle and 
Harry, Paul F., Sylvia, Fran, Lois W., Kristin, my inspiring composition teacher Steve 
Rothstein, and my friend and visionary photographer Glen Wexler for marrying your 
art to my music these many years. 
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Liquid Mind VIII : Sleep Relax : A Liquid Mind experience

Liquid Mind IX : Lullaby Dream : A Liquid Mind experienceLiquid Mind VI : Spirit Liquid Mind VII : Reflection

Liquid Mind IV : Unity Liquid Mind V : Serenity

Liquid Mind II : Slow World Liquid Mind III : Balance

More Music from Liquid Mind
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